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The team of VIA CIVIC ASSOCIATION, coordinator of the “Storify Your
Mission for Impact! Youth Worker as a Digital Communicator!” project,
contract 2020-1-BG01-KA105-078385, created this info pack and bears full
responsibility for the provided content and information.



when: 16-23 June 2021 
(16 & 23 June are travel dates)
where: Dobrinishte, Bulgaria
coordinator: VIA CIVIC Bulgaria
participants: 30 youth workers
profile: youth workers, leaders,
mentors, mediators, facilitators,
coaches, active volunteers (one
participant from disadvantaged
groups)

AIM: 
Building the capacity of civil
organizations, dealing with
the problems of youths with
a different profile, in the field
of communication, through
implementing new digital
approaches in their daily
practice and achieving a
more effective and
sustainable social
interaction and change. 

partners: 
 

Italy, Cyprus, Turkey,
Hungary, Croatia,

Greece, Armenia, The
Republic of North

Macedonia, Romania,
Serbia, Portugal,
Spain, Slovakia

More details for the
project

http://www.viacivic.org/main_page.html
https://viacivic.org/portfolio-items/digital-communicator-2020/?lang=en&portfolioCats=115


Dear partners 
and participants, 

18 April 2021 
Deiana Dragoeva, Board Director of VIA
CIVIC Association

Welcome to “Storify Your Mission for Impact! Youth
Worker as a Digital Communicator!” 

I welcome you, because our entire team is working
toward the project being realized this summer. Here, in
Bulgaria. In the embrace of the beautiful Pirin
mountains.
After over a year of living in a pandemic, we believe it
is necessary to adapt and accept the new environment.
Without it completely halting our life and activity.
Moreover, as youth workers and leaders, we work with
sensitive groups. And they need us. We hope to find
support, cooperation and active participation from you.
The idea for each one of us to turn themselves into a
story, which will then be woven with the others to
create togetherness, was born before COVID-19. Yet it
becomes especially current in a pandemic and post-
pandemic situation. We invite you to this training
experience. It will be exciting, restorative, challenging
and motivating.



It is a six-day training course with an interesting program that
combines non formal training, follows the journalistic standards and
ethics, and combines modern concepts of experiencing, coaching
and (digital) storytelling, and techniques from improvisational
theatre, to offer a unique training experience, which can lead to
transformation of youths in risk groups. 

The project will offer a process of personal rethinking, self-reflection
and, most of all, making important decisions, realizing the limiting
beliefs and overcoming our hostile inner critic.

The training is practically oriented and the comprehensive new
knowledge and skills will be integrated in the preparation of a
campaign, aiming to promote the mission/activity/cause of the
organization and achieve social change, reviewing the digital profile,
messages and behavior of the organizations, so they can be more
successful in their work. 

We hope you are already inspired to participate!

About the project

Here you can see more
about the previous

editions of our trainings

https://viacivic.org/portfolio-items/storify-yourself-2019/?lang=en


experience in the civil sector 
familiar with youth problems
working with disadvantaged groups

1.Youth workers, leaders, mentors, mediators, facilitators,
trainers, active volunteers (preferably from the partner
organizations’ teams)

2.Motivated interest in the topic, especially in effective digital
instruments for influencing target groups and impact on society. 

3.Knowledge of the English language (at least B2 level). Able
to freely use it in writing and speaking 

4.Basic computer skills, possession of a laptop, with basic
environments and applications.

5.Any knowledge in the field of media, (digital) communication,
marketing, PR, experience in creating content, audio and video
skills, are an advantage.

6.No age limit for the participants (preferred to be between 25
and 35 years old)

7.One of the participants from each partner country has to be
from disadvantaged groups, such as those who face economical,
geographical, social, educational and other restraints or a person
with some kind of disability.

Who can participate



How can you participate in the
project?

one page professional CV;
one page motivation letter in English, stating why they are
interested in the TC
copy of the certificate for English language level (at least B2).
Information about COVID-19 status – had the virus previously,
vaccinated, has not had the virus

1.The partners select participants according to the profile and criteria.
We prefer to start the selection procedure among the members of
your team or organization (volunteers, partners, etc.) and make “an
open call”, only if there is no appropriate candidate available.

Here are the partners and number of participants for each one:

1. VIA CIVIC Association, Bulgaria - 3
2. S.S.D. ar.l. L'Orma, Italy - 2
3. Agros enviromental group, Cyprus - 2
4. European Integration Group - 2
5. Youth Bridges, Hungary - 2
6. Meraki, Croatia - 2 
7. Entrepreneurship and social economy group, Greece - 2
8. ABCD Innovation Center, Armenia - 2 
9. CET platforma Skopje, Republic of North Macedonia - 2
10. A.T.I.C., Romania - 2
11. Digitas 24, Serbia  - 3
12. SOPRO, Portugal - 2
13. Majami, o.z., Slovakia - 2

2.The candidates have to send the obligatory minimum of documents
for the selection:



3.Candidates from disadvantaged groups shall also be selected
according to the general selection criteria. The partners will have to
describe the situation of this disadvantage person

Important! The coordinator, VIA CIVIC, as well as the National agency
of the Erasmus + program DO NOT APPROVE OF OR ENCOURAGE
REQUESTING AN ADMINISTRATIVE TAX FROM PARTICIPANTS,
as that restricts the access to the educational and mobility
opportunities and is in contradiction to the idea of the Erasmus+
program. We ask the partners to take that into consideration and be
guided by the program’s idea, as well as by the free access to it for
young people and youth workers.

4.The approved candidates fill out an APPLICATION FORM, and the
partner organizations send an email to the coordinator, confirming the
participants’ names. 
Deadline for phase one – May 15th 2021 

5.The coordinator VIA CIVIC reviews the proposed candidates and
confirms their participation to the partners, when the participation
criteria are met - until May 18th 2021. In case a candidate does not
meet the requirements, the partner proposes another one from their list
of reserves.

6.The procedure for participant selection ends with the purchase of a
ticket for the trip, hich has to happen before May 28th, to be within the
budget. 

15
 May

18
 May

28
May

https://forms.gle/aiFAmSAD4pGnzyYg6


The project will take place in the small mountain town of
Dobrinishte. It is near the famous tourist town of Bansko, famous
for its opportunities for winter tourism and skiing. 

Dobrinishte is located around 160 km south of the capital Sofia.
At the foot of the beautiful Pirin mountains, with a view of Rila
and the Rhodopes. Around 3000 people live in the town. In the
summer it’s very lively, filled with tourists, songs, dance and fun,
thanks to the annual folklore festival. The town has an
abundance of mineral water and a SPA opportunity.

We have chosen a family hotel complex, away from the centre of
the town. “Valentino-2” will be reserved entirely for the project. No
outside people will be allowed. 

The hotel has courtyards, which will be used for most of our
activities - training, as well as eating, informal communication,etc. 

The accommodation set up is 2 people per room.

Where will the project be
implemented? 



1.All partners follow and inform each other about the development of the pandemic, as
well as the measures, implemented in different countries. We will act as is most
adequate, to ensure a quality implementation of the project and the safety of the
participants.

2.The participants must be warned for the possibility of change, if insurmountable
obstacles for the project implementation in the chosen time arise.

3. Every participant states their status with regard to COVID-19 - has not had the
virus, vaccinated, has had the disease. At present, participants who have had the
virus within 6 months of the chosen dates for the training or those, who have been
vaccinated, will be preferred. They must describe these circumstances, as well as
provide details about their current health status.

4. Tickets are purchased by the participants only after confirmation from the coordinator.

5.Tickets are purchased wirth an option to change the date and/or refund the amount, in
case of unforeseen circumstances.

6.The coordinator will organize the internal transportation from Sofia to Dobrinishte, to
minimize the risk of using public transport. 

7.Important! At present there is different access control in different countries and it is
still unclear what the measures will be in the summer period - whether there will be a
quarantine when entering Bulgaria, as well as when returning to your home country, will
there be a requirement for PCR tests, will the vaccination certificate be valid, etc. We
will keep track of all this, as we go. At present, the budget does not previse covering the
cost of PCR testing, but the opportunities for that will be discussed additionally. 

8.The participants take care of providing their own personal protective equipment - a
mask. Its correct and constant wear is also their responsibility. The coordinator will
ensure a safe environment and disinfectants.

9.If a COVID-19 infection does occur, a separate room for isolation will be provided.

11.The personal health insurance of each participant is mandatory. A group insurance
will also be made.

COVID-19 and some measures



1.Participants should choose a comfortable but inexpensive option for travel, to
fit in the budget. We recommend buying tickets as early as possible, NO
LATER THAN MAY 28th.

2.Before buying the tickets, the participants have to coordinate their choice with
us by sending a screenshot of the chosen travel option with the price and the
exact dates for arriving and departing. Tickets, purchased without the
coordinator’s confirmation will not be reimbursed! 
Important! 

Travel

The arrival day is 16th of June 2021:

All the participants (with the exception of those  who could
take a bus to Blagoevgrad or Bansko) have to do their best
to arrive in the capital of Bulgaria - Sofia no later than
16:00 o’clock (4 PM) local time on June 16th, as we will
ensure a bus to Dobrinishte and we will all travel together.
We have another 160 km or about 3 hours to reach the
venue.

The return is on June 23th

We recommend the participants choose a travel option NOT
EARLY IN THE MORNING (after 12 lunchtime is ok),
because we have the same way back to Sofia.

We will inform the participants for the meeting point in Sofia in addition.



The limit for the travelling for 1 participant, 2 directions.

Country                  City               Calculated distance               Travel funds
Bulgaria                 Sofia                10 - 99 km                                20 E
Italy                       Milan                 500 - 1999 km                       275 E
Cyprus                  Agros                500 - 1999 km                       275 E
Turkey                  Istanbul             100 - 499 km                         180 E
Hungary               Budapest           500 - 1999 km                       275 E
Croatia           Klostar Podravski     500 - 1999 km                      275 E
Greece                  Atrhens             100 - 499 km                        180 E
Armenia                 Erevan              500 - 1999 km                      275 E
Macedonia            Skopje               100 - 499 km                        180 E
Romania               Galati                 500 - 1999 km                      275 E
Serbia                  Beograd              100 - 499 km                        180 E
Portugal                Barcelos             2000 – 2999 km                   360 E
Spain        Alhaurín de la Torre       2000 – 2999 km                   360 E
Slovakia                 Bratisla              500 - 1999 km                     275 E

4.Travel costs are reimbursed 100% if the sum does not exceed the Erasmus+ limit for
your country. The sum is calculated via the distance calculator of Erasmus+
programme from the city where the partner organization is registered.  
 
In cases when a participant travels from another city or country it is possible to make
corrections (into smaller sums), depending on the calculations made by the calculator
(the real distance you have to travel). When the distance is longer, there is no increase
in the foreseen sum for travel costs.

30 EUR will be deducted from the above amount, because we must calculate the
transfer from Sofia to the venue and back in the travel cost.

Travel budget

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmus-plus/resources/distance-calculator_en


JOIN the FB group of the project to
be updated!

 
https://www.facebook.com/groups

/288254885710772
 

Contacts 
 

e-mail: viacivicbg@gmail.com
www.viacivic.org  

FB page: https://www.facebook.com/ViaCivicBG/
FB group: https://www.facebook.com/groups/viacivic/

 
Person in charge: Deiana Dragoeva 

+359 888 198 017
Coordinator: Plamena Petrova

+359 894 386 303
e-mail: binaural.riffs@gmail.com

Participant’s travel costs will be reimbursed when they provide originals of all travel
documents. We will reimburse the traveling if we have the tickets from the arrival
and return. We cannot cover a one way ticket!!!

The reimbursement of the travel cost will be given at the end of the project via bank
transfer, upon completion of the Mobility Tool+ (considered mandatory under the
Erasmus+), after receiving all necessary documents and when the follow up activities
are done.


